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AK PRESS is a worker-run anarchist collective that has been 
around for over twenty-seven years. Longevity like that is rare. 
One reason we’ve survived is that, besides being willing to work 
long hours for short money, we are committed to the political 
vision AK Press represents: building a society without capitalism, 
the state, and all other coercive social relations, a society in which 
individuals create and control their own collective organizations 
to meet their social and economic needs. Such lofty goals need 
practical analysis and strategies, which is what you’ll find in this 
catalog. That’s why we deal in books to build a better world. 
Thanks for reading them. Thanks for struggling.

Things are looking pretty grim out there. From climate catastrophe to 
creeping fascism, we face greater and more intractable problems every 
day. But despair isn’t an option. We have a responsibility to clean up this 
mess for future generations, and for ourselves. At AK Press, we’ve been 
trying to increase our output and outreach, producing more books, 
more mutual aid, more support for political prisoners, more defiance, 
and more solutions. To keep it up, we need your help.

We already get a lot of it. Whether we’re on the road tabling or working 
at desks or packing boxes, so many people have a kind word, a couch 
to sleep on, a manuscript to offer. One of the most consistent and de-
pendable ways people help us weather political and economic storms 
is through our subscription program: The Friends of AK Press.

Friends guarantee that we can afford to print the books we hope will 
become weapons in the battles ahead. You chip in a fixed amount 
each month and, in return, you get:

A A copy of everything we publish while you are a Friend
A 50% off everything we have ever published (AK Gear as well) 
A 20% off everything we distribute 

Our wish-list of projects far outstrips our ability to pay for them. The 
more Friends we have, the more ideas become realities. Please spread 
the word. And if you have anything to spare, please take a look at the 
membership options and choose the one that works for you! 

Sign up at akpress.org/friends.html.

BE OUR FRIEND!

Cover image by Mazatl | justseeds.org/artist/mazatl
From the cover of Anarchism in Latin America (see p. 5).
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Fascism Today
What It Is and How to End It

SHANE BURLEY
Foreword by Matthew N. Lyons

“No better volume exists to understand the nexus of Alt 
Right bigotry and antifascist resistance in the United 
States.” —Mark Bray, author of Antifa

We can no longer ignore the fact that fascism is on the rise in 
the US. What was once a fringe movement has been gaining 
cultural acceptance and political power for years. Fascism Today 
highlights broad-based antifascist practices that have proven 
effective against the Alt Right, neo-Nazi skinheads, the KKK, 
and armed militia groups. These strategies can help turn anti-
fascism into a mass movement for far-reaching social change. 312 pp. | $15.95

9781849352949

272 pp. | $17.95
9781849352901

Between the Bullet and the Lie
Essays on Orwell

KRISTIAN WILLIAMS

Old debates about democracy, socialism, and fascism are back. 
Missing from today’s versions are voices of moral clarity, those 
that challenge us to be our best selves in difficult times. Kris-
tian Williams mines the intellect of a man who, sixty-seven 
years after his death, still has much to offer to readers. Between 
the Bullet and the Lie highlights the relationship George Or-
well saw among aesthetics, ethics, and politics; the difference 
between honesty and integrity; the corruption of language; 
the importance of observation and evidence; and the many 
failures of the Left. The result is not a study of sacred decrees 
from Orwell, but an application of his thought to political 
and literary questions that trouble us today.

“Fascism has always fed on weaknesses in the left, the ideological 
inconsistencies, the internal clashes, and the inability to live up to its own 
radical promises. The alternative to this is consistency, the ability to build 
a left opposition that sees through its contradictions and knows how to 
address the ongoing struggle against racism, sexism, queerphobia, and 
intersecting forms of oppression.” —fascism today 
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328 pp. | $16.00
9781849352888

Joyful Militancy
Building Thriving Resistance in Toxic Times

CARLA BERGMAN & NICK MONTGOMERY
institute for anarchist studies

Why do radical movements and spaces sometimes feel laden 
with fear, anxiety, suspicion, self-righteousness, and competi-
tion? Montgomery and bergman call this phenomenon rig-
id radicalism: congealed and toxic ways of relating that have 
seeped into social movements, posing as the “correct” way of 
being radical. In conversation with organizers and intellectu-
als from a wide variety of political currents, the authors ex-
plore how rigid radicalism smuggles itself into radical spaces, 
and how it is being undone. Interviewees include Silvia Fed-
erici, adrienne maree brown, Marina Sitrin, Gustavo Esteva, 
Leanne Betasamosake Simpson, Walidah Imarisha, Marga-
ret Killjoy, Glen Coulthard, Richard Day, and more.
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412 pp. | $19.95
9781849352840

Rebellious Mourning
The Collective Work of Grief

Edited by CINDY MILSTEIN

We can bear almost anything when it is worked through 
collectively. When we publicly share loss and pain, we less-
en the power of the forces that debilitate us, while building 
humane social practices that alleviate suffering and im-
prove quality of life for everyone. Addressing tragedies from 
Fukushima to Palestine, incarceration to eviction, AIDS cri-
ses to border crossings, and racism to rape, the intimate yet 
tenacious writing in this volume shows that mourning can 
pry open spaces of contestation and reconstruction, empathy 
and solidarity. With contributions from Claudia Rankine, 
Sarah Schulman, David Wojnarowicz, Leanne Betasamo-
sake Simpson, David Gilbert, and thirty-two others. 

“We fight—against losses that shouldn’t happen, and for spaces to grieve 
together in cities that increasingly isolate us and care for nothing. We fight 
not only for quality of life. We struggle for quality of death, for lives and 
deaths of our own making and mourning. We battle for a return to natural 
loss, such as change of seasons and the seasons of life.” —rebellious mourning
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276 pp. | $18.95
9781849352789

Why Don’t the Poor Rise Up?
Organizing the Twenty-First  

Century Resistance

Edited by MICHAEL TRUSCELLO &  
AJAMU NANGWAYA

Why don’t the poor rise up? Even mainstream media like the 
New York Times and The Economist have recently posed this ques-
tion, uneasily amazed that capitalism hasn’t met with greater re-
sistance. In the context of unparalleled global wealth disparity, 
ecological catastrophe, and myriad forms of structural oppres-
sion, this vibrant collection offers a reassessment of contempo-
rary obstacles to mass mobilization, as well as examples from 
around the world of poor people overcoming those obstacles in 
inspiring and instructive new ways. A global range of perspec-
tives exploring the question of revolution, its objective and sub-
jective prerequisites, and its increasing likelihood in our time.

Guerrillas of Desire
Notes on Everyday Resistance and  

Organizing to Make a Revolution Possible

KEVIN VAN METER
institute for anarchist studies

The Left’s strategies are too-often based on the idea that work-
ing and poor people are unorganized, acquiescent to systems of 
domination, or simply uninterested in building a new world. The 
fact is, as C.L.R. James has noted, they “are rebelling every day in 
ways of their own invention”: pilfering, sabotaging, faking illness-
es, squatting, fleeing, and counter-strategizing. Kevin Van Meter 
maps these undercurrents, documenting the history of everyday 
resistance under slavery, in peasant life, and throughout modern 
capitalism, while showing that it remains an important factor in 
revolution and something radicals of all stripes must understand.

196 pp. | $18.95
9781849352727
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“The task of the revolutionary is to produce new kinds of relationships 
between human beings. Such a generative process begins in the actually 
existing struggles of the working class: in everyday resistance, the refusal 
of work, mutual aid, and self-activity. Correspondingly, the revolutionary 
is an organizer who encounters, records, amplifies, and circulates the new 
society as it appears in these struggles.” —guerrillas of desire 
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320 pp. | $18.95
9781849352963

Bloodstained
One Hundred Years of 
Leninist Counterrevolution

Edited by FRIENDS OF ARON BARON

On the centenary of the 1917 Russian Revolution, paeans 
to the conquering Bolsheviks will be sung. Why do so many 
Marxists and “leftists” still identify with the totalitarian and 
bureaucratic monster built on the backs and graves of the 
Russian working class? Bloodstained forces us to reckon with 
the past. It demands we think more carefully about what we 
mean when we advocate a new society. The defense of his-
tory’s obscene Leninist enterprises, once categorized as “ac-
tually existing socialism,” ends here. No more velvet-gloved 
hagiography. No more Lenins. 

254 pp. | $19.95
9781849352987

Knights Errant of Anarchy
London and the Italian Anarchist Diaspora  
(1880–1917)

PIETRO DI PAOLA

“Di Paola’s book fills an important gap and helps give a fuller 
picture of how anarchist movements operated and managed 
to survive despite repression in their respective homelands.” 
—Davide Turcato, editor of The Complete Works of Malatesta

A collective biography of Italian anarchists exiled from their 
homeland during four decades of upheaval throughout Europe. 
Di Paola charts the politics and culture of fledgling organiza-
tions and influential individuals as they maintained a global 
revolutionary network—under the watchful eyes of spies and  
informers—from their adopted home base of London. This first 
paperback edition includes a new introduction by the author.
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“The aims and tendencies of the Revolution were diametrically opposed to 
those of the ruling political party. The methods of the State—of the Bolshevik 
State as of every government—were based on coercion, which in the course 
of things necessarily developed into systematic violence, oppression, and 
terrorism. Thus two opposing tendencies struggled for supremacy: the 
Bolshevik State against the Revolution.” —emma goldman, from bloodstained 
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Anarchism in Latin America
ÁNGEL CAPPELLETTI; 

Translated by GABRIEL PALMER-FERNÁNDEZ

9781849352826 | 440 pp. | $20.95 | february
The available material in English discussing Latin American anarchism 
tends to be fragmentary, country-specific, or focused on single individu-
als. This new translation of Ángel Cappelletti’s wide-ranging, country-
by-country historical overview of anarchism’s social and political achieve-
ments in fourteen Latin American nations is one of the few book-length 
regional histories ever published in English. Introduction by Romina 
Akemi and Javier Sethness-Castro.

The Zapatistas’ Dignified Rage
The Last Public Speeches of Subcommander Marcos
SUBCOMMANDER MARCOS; 

Edited by NICK HENCK; Translated by HENRY GALES

9781849352925 | 280 pp. | $19.95 | january
Zapatista spokesman Subcommander Marcos decreased his public ap-
pearances between 2007 and 2014, but simultaneously increased the 
depth of his analysis. Collected here in English translation for the first 
time, these talks include some of his most explicit, detailed, and inspiring 
criticisms of capitalism, political parties, electoral democracy, disingenu-
ous solidarity, and much more.

May Made Me
An Oral History of the 1968 Uprising in France

MITCHELL ABIDOR

9781849353106 | 240 pp. | $20.00 | april
The mass protests that shook France in May 1968 were exciting, creative, 
and influential. Students demonstrated, workers went on general strike, 
and factories and universities were occupied. Millions were swept up in 
the life-changing events that targeted bureaucratic capitalism and the 
staid Communist Party. Fifty years later, here are the eye-opening oral 
testimonies of those young rebels who demanded the impossible.

Prisoner 155
Simón Radowitzky
AGUSTÍN COMOTTO; Introduction by STUART CHRISTIE; 
Translated by LUIGI CELENTANO

9781849353021 | 270 pp. | $26.00 | april
Simón Radowitzky was a gentle soul in a cruel world, who emigrated 
from Ukraine to Argentina in 1908. In 1909, he assassinated a mili-
tary officer who had presided over the slaughter of a hundred workers. 
Twenty years of prison (and prison escapes) later, he was released and 
joined the Spanish Revolution. An amazing tale, beautifully rendered 
in this graphic novel.
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Hegemony How-To
A Roadmap for Radicals
JONATHAN MATTHEW 

SMUCKER

9781849352543
284 pp. | $16.95

Against the Fascist Creep
ALEXANDER REID ROSS

9781849352444
400 pp. | $16.95

Octavia’s Brood
Science Fiction Stories from 
Social Justice Movements

Ed. WALIDAH IMARISHA & 
ADRIENNE MAREE BROWN

9781849352093
312 pp. | $18.00

Emergent Strategy
Shaping Change,  
Changing Worlds

ADRIENNE MAREE BROWN

9781849352604 
288 pp. | $16.00

No More Heroes
Grassroots Challenges to 

the Savior Mentality
JORDAN FLAHERTY

9781849352666
232 pp. | $15.00

Learning Good Consent
On Healthy Relationships 

and Survivor Support
ED. CINDY CRABB

9781849352468 
140 pp. | $13.95
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Angels with Dirty Faces
Three Stories of Crime,  
Prison, and Redemption
WALIDAH IMARISHA

9781849351744
244 pp. | $16.00

Prison Memoirs of  
an Anarchist

ALEXANDER BERKMAN; 
Annotated by Jessica Moran 

& Barry Pateman
9781849352529  
550 pp. | $24.00

Worshiping Power
An Anarchist View of  
Early State Formation

PETER GELDERLOOS

9781849352642 
286 pp. | $16.00

AK PRESS | Recent & Recommended

Nonviolence Ain’t What 
It Used To Be

Unarmed Insurrection and 
the Rhetoric of Resistance
SHON MECKFESSEL

9781849352291  
232 pp. | $18.00

Militant Anti-Fascism
A Hundred Years of  

Resistance
M. TESTA

9781849352031
360 pp. | $18.95

Stay Solid!
A Radical Handbook  

for Youth
ED. MATT HERN & THE 

PURPLE THISTLE CENTRE

9781849350990 
350 pp. | $20.00
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Transnational Battle Field
HERIBERTO YÉPEZ

“Heriberto Yépez is one of the most active and protean 
writers of his generation.” 

—Review: Literature and Arts of the Americas

“A forceful antipoet, a technician of the boundaries.”
—Los Angeles Review of Books

Famous for picking fights with a range of writers, both 
living and dead, Tijuana author Heriberto Yépez is in 
full provocateur-mode in this collection of work writ-
ten in English over the last fifteen years. An explosive, 
genre-bending Molotov cocktail of poetic critique.

116 pp. | $16.00
9781934639221

MORE FROM

Blackout
NANNI BALESTRINI

80 pp. | $16.00 
9781934639214

Special Subcommittee
SAMUEL SOLOMON

84 pp. | $16.00
9781934639238
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Fight Fascism!
Ed. WORLD WAR 3  
COLLECTIVE
world war 3 illustrated

“World War 3 Illustrated is the real 
thing.”—New York Times

Since its founding by Seth Tobocman and Peter 
Kuper in 1979, World War 3 Illustrated has been 
publishing cutting-edge, political comics that have 
inspired the developing popularity and recognition 
of comics as a respected art form. Now rebranded 
as a book series, the first, and timely, theme of this 
new imprint is fascism. Contributors include: Erik 
Drooker, Sue Coe, Kate Evans, Peter Kuper, Steve 
Brodner, Isabella Bannerman, Kevin Pyle, Seth To-
bocman, and more.

190 pp. | $12.00 
9781849353007
available now!

308 pp. | $16.95 
9781849353045

january

Against Charity
DANIEL RAVENTÓS &  
JULIE WARK
counterpunch

Charity is not a gift. Gift-giving implies reci-
procity, an ongoing relationship. When requital is 
impossible, the act of giving remains outside mu-
tual ties, and charity becomes yet another mani-
festation of class structure, a sterile one-way act 
upholding the status quo. Postmodern versions 
of nineteenth-century charity aim to keep wealth 
and power in a few hands, mocking our desire for 
greater income equality. Daniel Raventós and Julie 
Wark argue for an unconditional universal basic 
income above the poverty line to both eradicate 
poverty and empower recipients—the result being 
the human right of material existence. The burning 
issue is not charity but justice.
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Have Black Lives Ever Mattered?
MUMIA ABU-JAMAL
city lights | 9780872867383 | $15.95
Mumia’s angry and principled perspective on how 
racist violence is tearing our country apart.
A Beautiful Ghetto
DEVIN ALLEN

haymarket | 9781608467594 | $24.95
A collection of iconic photos from the Baltimore 
uprising—images of hope, beauty, and resistance.
Indianland
LESLEY BELLEAU
arp books | 9781894037921 | $18.95
A rich and varied poetry collection written from a 
female and Indigenous point of view.
Antifa: The Anti-Fascist Handbook
MARK BRAY
melville house | 9781612197036 | $16.99
An investigation of the history and tactics of 
antifa—the international anti-fascist movement. 
Hell Is a Very Small Place:  
Voices from Solitary Consignment
Ed. JEAN CASELLA, JAMES RIDGEWAY, & 
SARAH SHOURD
new press | 9781620973516 | $17.95
A collection of firsthand accounts from people 
who are now or have been in solitary confinement.
Undocumented: The Architecture  
of Migrant Detention
TINGS CHAK
ad astra comix | 9780994050762 | $20.00
A graphic exploration of migrant detention in 
an era of militarized borders and surveillance.
Migrations: New Short  
Fiction from Africa
New Short Fiction from Africa
Ed. EFEMIA CHELA, BONGANI KONA, & 
HELEN MOFFETT
new internationalist | 9781780264059 | $15.95
A collection of stories exploring the theme of mi-
gration, from writers across the African continent.
Optimism Over Despair: On  
Capitalism, Empire, and Social Change
NOAM CHOMSKY
haymarket | 9781608467990 | $16.95
In these recent, wide-ranging interviews, Chomsky 
speaks out on war, power, and politics.

     AK PRESS | Winter 2017–18
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Wobblies of the World:  
A Global History of the IWW

Ed. PETER COLE, DAVID STRUTHERS, & 
KENYON ZIMMER

pluto | 9780745399591 | $28.00
An international history of the IWW, focused on 

how the union and its ideals travelled the globe.
Cometbus #58: Zimmerwald

AARON COMETBUS
cometbus | no isbn | $3.00

A teenager finds solace in a diner full of grumpy 
seniors during the heyday of punk.
Crunk Feminist Collection

Ed. BRITTNEY C. COOPER, SUSANA M. 
MORRIS, & ROBIN M. BOYLORN

feminist press | 9781558619432 | $24.95
Self-described as “critical homegirls,” the authors 
tackle activism, intersectionality, and sisterhood.

From Democracy to Freedom:  
The Difference Between  

Government and Self-Determination
CRIMETHINC. EX-WORKER’S COLLECTIVE

crimethinc. | 9780998982205 | $12.95
What is the difference between democratic 

government and self-determination?
No Wall They Can Build:  

A Guide to Borders and Immigration 
Across North America

CRIMETHINC. EX-WORKER’S COLLECTIVE
crimethinc. | 9780998982212 | $12.95

Uncovers the real goals and costs of US border 
policy, and what it will take to change it.

Policing the Black Man
ANGELA J. DAVIS

pantheon | 9781101871270 | $27.95
An exploration of how the criminal justice system 

impacts the lives of African American boys and men.
Finally Got the News: The Printed  

Legacy of the U.S. Radical Left, 1970–1979  
BRAD DUNCAN & INTERFERENCE ARCHIVE

common notions | 9781942173069 | $27.95
Writings and original printed materials uncover the 

hidden legacy of the radical left of the 1970s.
Threads: From the Refugee Crisis

KATE EVANS
verso | 9781786631732 | $24.95

Combines eyewitness reportage with comic-book 
storytelling to tell the story of refugees in Calais.

     AK PRESS | Winter 2017–18
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Wages for Housework:  
The New York Committee 1972–1977
ED. SILVIA FEDERICI & ARLEN AUSTIN
autonomedia | 9781570272844 | $24.95
A portrait of the domestic labor struggle,  
presented through original archival documents.
Tear Gas: From the Battlefields of 
World War I to the Streets of Today
ANNA FEIDENBAUM
verso | 9781784780265 | $19.95
The century-spanning narrative of how a chemical 
weapon went from the trenches to the streets.
One Singular Date
RYAN FLETCHER
secret sailor press | 9780998455112 | $5.00
One day changed Ryan Fletcher’s life and showed 
the power of friendship, community, and recovery. 
Unsettling the Commons: Social 
Movements Within, Against, and  
Beyond Settler Colonialism
CRAIG FORTIER
arp books | 9781894037976 | $14.95
Organizers investigate what it means to struggle 
for “the commons” within a settler colonial context.
Looking at the U.S. White  
Working Class Historically
DAVID GILBERT
kersplebedeb | 9781894946919 | $10.00
This updated classic tackles the contradiction  
embodied in the term “white working class.”
xXx Fanzine (1983–1988):  
Hardcore and Punk in the Eighties
MIKE GITTER
bridge nine records | 9780976596660 | $32.99
Collected articles, reviews, and photographs from 
one of Hardcore America’s best-known fanzines.
The Do-It-Yourself Guide to  
Fighting the Big Motherfucking Sad
ADAM GNADE
pioneers press | 9781939899217 | $7.00
The bestselling booklet self-described as the “anti- 
depression guide/guide to a freer, more lawless life.”
We Were Witches: A Novel
ARIEL GORE
feminist press | 9781558614338 | $18.95
A demonized single mother combats homophobia, 
domestic violence, and high-interest student loans.
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Love Is Not Enough
FRANCES GREGORY

left bank books | 9780939306121 | $13.00
Poems investigating grief,  patriarchy, and trauma.

Unfuck Your Brain: Using Science  
to Get Over Anxiety, Depression,  
Anger, Freak-outs, and Triggers

DR. FAITH G. HARPER
microcosm | 9781621063049 | $14.95

Dr. Faith talks you through retraining your brain to 
respond to the non-emergencies of everyday life.

Chris  Braithwaite:  
Mariner, Renegade, & Castaway 

CHRISTIAN HØGSBJERG
on our own authority! | 9780990641865 | $11.99

The story of a Barbadian seafarer who became an 
organizer of colonial seafarers in inter-war Britain.

No Gods. No Dungeon Masters.
IO & RACHEL DUKES

silver sprocket | 9781945509070 | $5.00
This full-color comic gorgeously reflects how  

radical leftist values and geek predilections can mix.
Futures of Black Radicalism 
Ed. GAYE THERESA JOHNSON  

& ALEX LUBIN
verso | 9781784787585 | $29.95

Inspired by new struggles this collection redraws the 
links between Black resistance and anti-capitalism.

We’re On: A June Jordan Reader
JUNE JORDAN; Ed. CHRISTOPH KELLER  

& JAN HELLER LEVI
alice james books | 9781938584350 | $24.95

A selection of works from the writer who pushed the 
limits of political vision and moral witness.

Brave: Young Women’s Global  
Revolution—Volume 1: Global Themes 

GAYLE KIMBALL, Ph. D 
equality=press | 9780938795582 | $29.95

An exploration of young women’s activism. This 
first volume focuses on global themes such as 

equality, consumerism, and media. 
 

Brave: Young Women’s Global  
Revolution—Volume 2: Regional Activism

GAYLE KIMBALL, Ph. D 
equality=press | 9780938795605 | $29.95

This extensive second volume focuses on young 
women’s regional activism worldwide.   

     AK PRESS | Winter 2017–18
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Look for Me in the Whirlwind
Ed. DÉQUI KIONI-SADIKI & MATT MEYER
pm press | 9781629633893 | $26.95
The collective autobiography of the NYC Black 
Panther 21, with photos and new commentary.
Uprooting Racism: How White People 
Can Work for Racial Justice, 4th Ed.
PAUL KIVEL
new society press | 9780865718654 | $24.99
Completely revised and updated resource aimed at 
white people in the struggle for racial justice.
No Is Not Enough: Resisting Trump’s Shock 
Politics and Winning the World We Need
NAOMI KLEIN
haymarket | 9781608468904 | $16.95
This urgent book helps us understand how we got 
here, and how we can come together and heal.
Revolution in Rojava:  
Democratic Autonomy & Women’s  
Liberation in the Middle East
Ed. MICHAEL KNAPP, ANJA FLACH, & 
ERCAN AYBOGA 
pluto | 9780745336596 | $27.00
The story of Rojava’s groundbreaking experiment 
in what they call democratic confederalism.
Beginner’s Guide to Community-Based Arts 
KEITH KNIGHT & MAT SCHWARZMAN
new society press | 9781613320242 | $23.95
A comics-illustrated training manual for teens, 
teachers, youth leaders, artists, and activists.
The Revolution Will Be Hilarious
ADAM KRAUSE
new compass | 9788293064404 | $14.95
Thoughts on the environmental and political  
dangers we face and how to extricate ourselves.
Eyes and Spies: How You’re Tracked 
and Why You Should Know
TANYA LLOYD KYI
annick press | 9781554519101 | $12.95
Written for middle-grade (and up!) readers, a 
graphic explanation of surveillance and security.
Black Liberation and the American 
Dream: The Struggle for Racial and  
Economic Justice
PAUL LeBLANC
haymarket |9781608467853 | $19.00
Exploration of racism and antiracism through 
intersectional analysis alongside primary texts. 
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A Burst of Light and Other Essays
AUDRE LORDE

dover | 9780486818993| $22.95
This path-breaking collection of essays is a clarion 

call to build communities that nurture our spirit. 
Democracy in Chains:  

The Deep History of the Radical Right’s 
Stealth Plan for America

NANCY MacLEAN
viking | 9781101980965 | $28.00

The capitalist radical right has been working to fun-
damentally alter the rules of democracy. Here’s how.

The Kronstadt Uprising
IDA METT

theory & practice | 9780995660946 | $12.50
A history highlighting one of the most important 

yet neglected events of the Russian Revolution.
Another Dinner Is Possible

MIKE & ISY
active distribution | 9781939202260 | $24.95
Not just a vegan cookbook—a guide to developing 

a healthier relationship with our food and planet.
Body Horror:  

Capitalism, Fear, Misogyny, Jokes 
ANNE ELIZABETH MOORE

curbside splendor | 9781940430881 | $16.95
A look at of the global toll of capitalism on women, 

from labor conditions to the healthcare system.
Eat Like It Matters:  

Food Choice, Nutrition, and Wellbeing 
in a Capitalist Food System

ISY MORGENMUFFEL
active distribution | 9781909798403 | $12.00

Food choice in a capitalist, exploitative, unsustain-
able food system isn’t easy, but this booklet can help.

The Superfun Times  
Vegan Holiday Cookbook 
ISA CHANDRA MOSKOWITZ

little, brown & co. | 9780316221894 | $32.00
A collection of over 250 vegan recipes for all differ-

ent holidays, sure to please everyone at your table.
Veganomicon: 10th Anniversary Edition

ISA CHANDRA MOSKOWITZ &  
TERRY HOPE ROMERO

da capo lifelong | 9780738218991 | $35.00
The ultimate vegan cookbook, updated for its anni-

versary with new recipes, color photos, and more.
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AK DISTRO | New & Featured Titles

Kill All Normies: Online Culture Wars 
From 4Chan And Tumblr To Trump 
And The Alt-Right
ANGELA NAGLE
zero books | 9781785355431 | $16.95
Recent years have seen a revival of the culture wars 
of the 90s, but now its battle ground is the internet.
Manifesto for a Democratic  
Civilization, Volume 2: Capitalism
ABDULLAH ÖCALAN
new compass press | 9788293064466 | $29.95
Synthesis of Öcalan’s political thinking on the 
history of civilizations and capitalism. 
The Way Out: Invisible Insurrections 
and Radical Imaginaries in the UK 
Underground 1961–1991
KASPER OPSTRUP
minor compositions | 9781570273285 | $25.00
A history of art and experimental politics of the 
UK underground from 1961 to 1991.
The Tramp Printers
CHARLES OVERBECK
eberhardt press | no isbn | $15.00
A beautiful tribute to the journeymen printers— 
typesetting troubadours, masters of the type case.
Your Black Friend
BEN PASSMORE

silver sprocket | 9781945509032 | $5.00
A full-color graphic letter from “your black friend” 
about race, racism, friendship and alienation.
Sea Girl: Feminist Folktales from  
Around the World
Ed. ETHEL JOHNSTON PHELPS
feminist press | 9781558614185 | $14.95
In legends from all over the world, women prove 
they’re more than capable of saving the day.
Libertarian Socialism:  
Politics in Black and Red
Ed. ALEX PRICHARD, RUTH KINNA, SAKU 
PINTA, & DAVID BERRY
pm press | 9781629633909 | $26.95
Essays interrogate the boundaries, overlaps, and 
tensions between Marxism and anarchism.
Be Your Own Backing Band
LIZ PRINCE. 
silver sprocket | 9781945509063 | $10.00
Often humorous, sometimes poignant, and almost 
always embarrassing comics about music.
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AK DISTRO | New & Featured Titles

Burn Down the American Plantation: 
Call for a Revolutionary  
Abolitionist Movement

REVOLUTIONARY ABOLITIONIST MOVEMENT
combustion books | 9781938660191 | $12.00
An attempt to chart out an insurgent direction for 

anarchist organizing, informed by past struggles.
Towards a Less Fucked Up World:  

Sobriety & Anarchist Struggle
NICK RIOTFAG

radix media | no isbn | $5.00
A resource exploring the connections between 
 intoxication and different types of oppression.

Invisible No More:  
Police Violence Against Black  
Women and Women of Color

ANDREA J. RITCHIE
beacon press | 9780807088982 | $21.00

An examination of how Black women and women 
of color experience profiling and police brutality.

Darlingtonia
ALBA ROJA

left bank books | 9780939306138 | $16.00
A dystopian novel not of some distant future, but 

of the world right outside your own window.
The “Dangerous Class”  

and Revolutionary Theory 
J. SAKAI

kersplebedeb | 9781894946902 | $24.95
The first exploration of this most controversial and 

least understood “non-class” in revolutionary politics.
Rad American Women A–Z Postcards

KATE SCHATZ & MIRIAM KLEIN STAHL
clarkson potter | 9781524759568 | $12.95
Celebrate these radical heroines with twenty-six 

portraits to send to your friends or save for yourself.
Against the Grain:  

A Deep History of the Earliest States
JAMES C. SCOTT

yale | 9780300182910 | $26.00
An account of new and surprising emerging 

research on the beginning of early civilizations.
As We Have Always Done: Indigenous 

Freedom through Radical Resistance
LEANNE BETASAMOSAKE SIMPSON

u of mn press | 9781517903862 | $24.95
A call for unapologetic Indigenous alternatives to 
the destructive logics of the settler colonial state.
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AK DISTRO | New & Featured Titles

The Cost of Privilege: Taking On the 
System of White Supremacy and  
Racism, 10th Anniversary Edition
CHIP SMITH
camino press | 9780692857441 | $21.95
An exploration of racism, from the invention of 
the white race to the myth of a colorblind society.
Witches, Sluts, Feminists:  
Conjuring the Sex Positive
KRISTEN J. SOLLEE
threel media | 9780996485272 | $16.95
This primer highlights women’s sexual liberation 
as it traces the lineage of “witch feminism.”
A Small Key Can Open a Large Door: 
The Rojava Revolution
STRANGERS IN A TANGLED WILDERNESS
combustion books | 9781938660177 | $15.00
The Rojava Revolution explained in plain 
language, by scholars and militia fighters alike.
How We Get Free: Black Feminism 
and the Combahee River Collective
KEEANGA-YAMAHTTA TAYLOR
haymarket | 9781608468553 | $15.95
Founding members and activists reflect on the 
legacy of the path-breaking organization.
Blood in the Water: The Attica Prison 
Uprising of 1971 and Its Legacy
HEATHER ANN THOMPSON
pantheon |9781400078240 | $17.95
This study sheds new light on one of the most 
important civil rights stories of the last century. 
War in the Neighborhood 
SETH TOBOCMAN
ad astra comix | 9780994050724 | $30.00
A graphic account of the Lower East Side in the 80s.
The End of Policing
ALEX S. VITALE
verso | 9781784782894 | $26.95
A critical look at the origins, militarization, and 
expansion of policing, and possible alternatives. 
Fighting Fascism:  
How to Struggle and How to Win
CLARA ZETKIN
haymarket | 9781608468522 | $11.95
This classic from 1923 lays out an ideological and 
political campaign against the fascist danger.
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AK DISTRO | Kids’ Books

All Around Us
XELENA GONZÁLEZ

cinco puntos
9781941026762 | $17.95

The Worms That  
Saved the World

KEVIN DOYLE & SPARK DEELEY

chispa publishing
9780955745720 | $11.95

Colores de la Vida
CYNTHIA WEILL

cinco puntos
9781941026670 | $9.95

From the Stars in the Sky 
to the Fish in the Sea

KAI YUN CHING & WAI-YANT LI

arsenal pulp
9781551527093  | $17.95

The Wedding Portrait
INNOSANTO NAGARA

seven stories
9781609808020 | $17.95

What Is Hip-Hop?
ERIC MORSE & ANNY YI

akashic books
9781617755842 | $15.95

We Say No!
JOHN & JANA

manic d press
9781945665066 | $14.95

Gorilla Gardener
JOHN & JANA

manic d press
9781945665004 | $16.95

ABC’s of Anarchy
BRIAN HEAGNEY

brian heagney
9781453687819 | $12.99
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AK DISTRO | 2018 Calendars & Organizers

The Bottled Wasp  
Pocket Diary

$8.00 | pocket organizer

Justseeds/Eberhardt 
Press Organizer

$10.00 | pocket organizer
$13.00 | desk planner

Slingshot Organizer 
$8.00 | pocket organizer

Colors from Palestine
$20.00 | wall calendar

Autonomedia Calendar 
of Jubilee Saints

$10.00 | wall calendar 

Slingshot Desk Planner 
$15.00 | spiral bound

Certain Days:  
Freedom for Political 

Prisoners
$15.00 | wall calendar

Verso Radical Diary
$19.95 | desk planner
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Solidarity Forever
$12.95 | wall calendar
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AK Press Logo
$16.00 | t-shirt

$30.00 | pullover hoodie
$35.00 | zip hoodie

$10.00 | tote

AK Press Distro Tour
$16.00 | t-shirt 

$30.00 | pullover hoodie

AK Press Knit Cap
$12.00

Anti-Fascist /  
No Pasarán T-Shirt

$20.00
A.C.A.B. “Anarchists Care 

About Books” Tote
$10.00

Enamel Pins 
star (black, black/red, black/
green, black/purple, black/

pink); circle a; anarchist black 
cross; class war; bomb; acab; 

smash fascism; anti-fascist/no 
pasaran | $4.00 each

This Is What an  
Antifascist Looks Like 

T-Shirt
$20.00

Revolution By the Book 
AK Press T-Shirt

$16.00

AK Press “Pen & Sword”
$16.00 | t-shirt

$30.00 | zip hoodie
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